INDUSTRY TALK

Ensuring fair play
between brands
and consumers

Brands and businesses shouldn’t fear the Consumer Protection Act.
Instead they should welcome its drive to promote fairness, openness
and good business practices among suppliers of goods and services
and consumers. Should your brand or business be faced with a
consumer complaint, the CGSO is here to assist by providing an
alternative dispute resolution service.
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If you’re unsure of who the Code
applies to, Lehabe says it applies to all
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Table 1

Group

Turnover range

Group 1

R3 billion +

Old annual fee
R250 000

New annual fee
R200 000

Group 2

Above R1 billion to R3 billion

R150 000

R120 000

Group 3

Above R500 million to R1 billion

R50 000

R40 000

Group 4

Above R5 million to R500 million

R3 000

R3 360

Group 5

Above R1 million to R5 million

R1 500

R1 680

Group 6

R1 to R1 million

no cost

no cost

retailers, suppliers, wholesalers,

and industry in terms of CPA (and
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part of the value chain),’ he adds.
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unless regulated
elsewhere by public
regulation or a
Code of Conduct
accredited in terms of
section 82 of the CPA.
Currently the only
other accredited Code is
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Even if your products are
covered by an entity or retailer
already subscribed to CGSO,
in terms of the CPA, everyone
in the supply chain is jointly
and severally liable, and the
CGSO can decide which
party is liable in the event
of a consumer
complaint.

the Motor Industry Code
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MEET THE OMBUDSMAN
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– causes, systematic
and recurring
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At the 2019 P C Review Beauty Business &
Partners Conference, Magauta Mphahlele, CGSO
ombudsman, shared an interesting discussion

recommendations.

on how companies that offer consumer goods

The CGSO is equipped to

and services can use the ombud to their

resolve difficult complainants
and reduce the administrative
burden (time, effort and costs) of

advantage. Member companies have access to
CPA experts through the CGSO, who are just a
phone call away should they need advice on
a matter.

Benefits and participation

its members. It takes restorative, not
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FMCG value chain on the Code and
the CGSO.
But what happens if you refuse
to participate in the CGSO
scheme? Lehabe says you will be in

She says sustainable companies understand
the value of dealing with consumer complaints
in an appropriate manner. This means working
together at ombud level to resolve the complaint.
Bear in mind, the alternative to an ombud is

Mphahlele is passionate about ensuring a
healthy and fair credit and consumer protection
market in South Africa. She is a respected
speaker and commentator on credit and general
consumer protection issues.

contravention of section 82(8) of the
Consumer Protection Act ) and might
be liable for an administrative fine

determined from time to time by the

and other punitive measures should

CGSO board (see Table 1).

the NCC investigate your company

To avoid the reputational and

and refer the matter to the National

regulatory risk that results from not

Consumer Tribunal.

handling customer complaints well,
brands and business should register as

What are the costs involved?

participants of the Consumer Goods
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and Services Ombud Scheme, to
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You’ll be joining more than 700
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the running costs of the ombud.

Goods and Services Ombud’s list of

In terms of the CGCSI Code,
Katlego Lehabe is responsible for creating
awareness amongst all qualifying
businesses in South Africa about their
obligations arising out of the CPA and the
Consumer Goods and Services Industry
Code of Conduct

registered participants. •

participants shall contribute to the
funding of the operations of the
CGSO by means of the payment of
a joining fee and an annual levy
and (if necessary) a special levy,

Call +27 (0)11 781 2607 and a CGSO business development officer
will take you through the registration process, or you can visit the
CGSO website, www.cgso.org.za, and register online.
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